
AeroCatch Hood Pin System Install 

Of course it called for taking off the whole front end. 

 

I removed the outer rubber hood bumps stops. 

 



Then drilled out the bottom 

 



Tape the top and bottom work area. 

 



Then installed the pin. (Note: you will not need the rubber bump on the pin. I later took it off as it makes the pins sit too 

high. The pin is threaded and there is a nut and washer for the top and bottom. With this you can adjust the pin height.) 

I also added some white lithium grease to the top of the pin to mark where I would drill the center hole. 

 

Cover the motor 

 



Drill a pilot hole 

 

Then on large enough for the pin to pass through 

 



Then put more lithium grease on the pin and close the hood. Lift the hood and drill a small pilot hole though the hood 

where the grease mark is. Then close the hood and drill from the top to the bottom and larger enough hole for the pin 

to pass through. 

 



 

Now align the templates and tape them in place. (Once aligned I used a sharpie and traced the inside.)  

 



 

Get a suitable hood support and cut it out. (I used a cutting wheel to take out most of it, but stayed away from the line. 

Then I used a sanding wheel to clean it up.) 

 



 

For the bottom I used a carbite bit. Looking from the top I cut from the bottom. Then I cleaned it up with a sanding 

wheel. 

 



 



The bottom hole needs to be about a 1/4 inch larger than the top. This is so you can hole the lower up and get the nuts 

in place. 

 

I used new tape but you don't have too. Place the latch system in place and mark the hole to be drilled. 

 



 



The install the latch system 

 



Next you will have to take your time to get the pins at the right height for smooth operation. I had a lot of trouble with 

this and I believe it's because I had the rubber sleeve on the pin when I did the marking. I had to widen the mounting 

hole I had for the pins. They latch, but it's not supper smooth and I'm sure it's because of how I mounted them to make 

the marks. It's not that hard, but you just have to take your time. It's all worth it in the end. 



 



Now, the manufacturer says to mount them the opposite way than I did and up to a 15 degree tilt. BUT even on their 

website racers have mounted them the way I did. Along with many other people during my research prior to install. I 

choose this way be aesthetically I think it looks better and I'm sure it will hold. Gallery picture from aerocatch: 

Aerocatch Gallery 

http://www.aerocatch.com/aerocatch/photo-gallery

